28th November, 1956.

Dear Mr. James,

I enclose a first draft of the kind of questionnaire which I should like Verschuer to use. I have probably overloaded it with detail, which is a common fault, but I will get Frank Yates to work it over before any final text is sent out to the subjects.

Sincerely yours,

Enc.
The special enquiry I have in mind, consists of the following:

1. In respect to the consumption of tobacco are you
   (a) Non-smoker
   (b) Smoker, preferably of cigarettes
   (c) pipes
   (d) cigars
   Possibly tobacco is consumed without burning, as
   (e) snuffing
   (f) mastication

2. Approximate weekly quantity when consumption is unrestricted

3. Any important changes of habit during your life, e.g. starting to smoke, and changes occasioned by such circumstances as Ill health, Marriage, War shortage, Economy etc.